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Assembly structure and rod orientation of rod–coil
diblock copolymer films

Ya-Juan Su, Ze-Xin Ma and Jian-Hua Huang

The self-assembly and rod orientation of rod–coil (RC) diblock copolymer (DBC) films confined between two identical

impenetrable and rod-selective walls was investigated by performing dissipative particle dynamics simulations. Various structures,

such as a wetting layer near the surfaces, perpendicular cylinders, parallel cylinders and island-like structures, were observed.

Thus a morphological phase diagram as a function of the film thickness and rod length was presented. A long-range rod–rod

orientational order was observed in the assembly structures for a rod block above a critical rod length. The critical rod length for

the disorder–order transition of the rod orientation was found to be dependent on the assembly structure and film thickness. Our

results indicate that the rod length and film thickness influence both the assembly structure and the rod orientation of RC DBCs.
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INTRODUCTION

Diblock copolymer (DBC) thin films are highly relevant to several
industrial applications because they are able to self-assemble into
ordered domains of controllable shapes at a nanometer scale.
Significant efforts using both experimental and theoretical studies
have been devoted to understanding and controlling the self-assembly
of DBCs.1,2 In addition to the segregation strength and the fraction of
the individual blocks, two additional factors, that is, the polymer–
surface interaction and the film thickness, have significant roles in the
self-assembly of DBCs in thin films. Therefore, various morphologies
deviating from the bulk structure have been observed in the films.1–4

For rod–coil (RC) DBCs, the difference in the chain conformational
entropy between the rod and the coil blocks and the liquid crystal
behavior of the rod blocks as well as the effects of the confinement on
the orientation of rod blocks result in more complex structures than
that of coil–coil (CC) DBCs.5–10

Rich structures of the RC DBCs in films were observed in
experiments in addition to normal parallel lamellae (L||) and perpen-
dicular lamellae (L⊥). For instance, poly(alkoxyphenylenevinylene-b-
isoprene) (PPV-b-PI) RC DBCs formed islands and holes when the
film thickness did not match the natural domain spacing of the RC
DBCs.7 Poly(2,5-dioctyloxy-p-phenylene vinylene)-b-polystyrene (PS)
RC DBCs formed highly ordered honeycomb structures.11 Radzilowski
and Stupp12 observed that the RC DBCs changed from alternating
strips to a hexagonal superlattice of rod aggregates in the film with a
decrease in the fraction of the rod block. Chen and Thomas13 reported
the zigzag morphology assembled by poly(n-hexyl isocyanate)-b-PS
RC DBCs in thin films. These experimental results implied that the
assembly structures of the RC DBCs were dependent on several
factors, such as the composition of the copolymer and the property of
the film surface. However, the mechanism for the self-assembly of the

RC DBCs in film is not clear. Conversely, it was determined to be
quite difficult to obtain equilibrium assembly structures of RC DBCs
in thin films in experiments because they could form aggregates or
micelles, and the structures were often kinetically trapped in the
film.7,14 Therefore, theoretical studies and computer simulations are
important tools to understand the equilibrium assembly structures of
RC DBCs confined in thin films.
The rich assembly structures could be understood as that smectic

RC DBC melts confined between two flat surfaces are considerably
more constrained than the analogous CC DBC system.15 Islands and
holes in the RC DBC films resulted from the incommensurability
between the film thickness and the natural domain spacing of the
DBCs.7 Therefore, L⊥ was expected to form in relatively thick films.15

Using extended scaling methods, Nowak and Vilgis16 concluded that
when the RC DBCs were adsorbed on the surface, the rod blocks
tended to arrange parallel to the surface to gain entropy and lower
their confinement energy. Using a self-consistent field theory calcula-
tion, Yang et al.14 determined that the rod block indicated a strong
tendency to segregate near the surfaces in all structures owing to its
smaller conformational entropy loss compared with the coil block. In
our previous report, we investigated the self-assembly of lamella-
forming RC DBCs within a rod-selective slit based on dissipative
particle dynamics (DPD) simulations.17 The self-assembled structure
was found to be sensitively dependent on the rigidity and fraction of
the rod block and the slit thickness. Several ordered structures, such as
hexagonally packed cylinders perpendicular to the surfaces, L⊥ and L||,
were assembled.17 Furthermore, DFT calculations were performed to
explore the effects of the chain rigidity and surface property on the
assembly structures.18 These studies indicated that semi-flexible
copolymers under confinement behave differently than flexible
copolymers.
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Based on their composition, RC DBCs can form various structures
in bulk, such as separated aggregates, cylinders and lamellae.19 RC
DBCs with a small volume fraction of the rod block form separated
aggregates in bulk. Most simulation studies on confined RC DBCs
have focused on the lamella-forming RC DBCs, whereas less attention
was given to the aggregate-forming RC DBC systems either from
experiments or simulations. Additionally, it is more difficult to
imagine the results in detail for aggregate-forming systems confined
in film. In the current study, we performed DPD simulations to study
the self-assembly of aggregate-forming RC DBC films confined
between two identical impenetrable and rod-selective walls. The effects
of the rod length in the RC DBC and the film thickness on the
assembled structure and rod orientation were systematically
investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DPD algorithm
The DPD method was developed by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman20 and cast in
its current form by Español.21 In the DPD simulations, fluid elements are
coarsely grained into the DPD particles. These DPD particles interact with each
other via pairwise forces that locally conserve momentum, resulting in a correct
hydrodynamic description.22 The pairwise forces contain the conservative force
F Cð Þ
ij ¼ aijwðrijÞr̂ij, dissipative force F Dð Þ

ij ¼ �gw2ðrijÞðr̂ij � vij Þ̂rij and random
force F Rð Þ

ij ¼ swðrijÞyij r̂ij, where rij= |rij| = |ri− rj|; r̂ij ¼ rij=rij; vij= vi− vj; θij is
an uncorrelated symmetric random noise with zero mean and unit variance; σ
is the amplitude of the thermal noise; and γ is a friction coefficient. The
combined effect of the dissipative and random forces is similar to that of a
thermostat, resulting in σ2= 2γkBT, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T
is the temperature. The softness of the interaction is determined by
the weight function w(rij) with a commonly used selection: w(rij)= 1− rij/rc
for rij⩽ rc and w(rij)= 0 for rij4rc, where rc is the cutoff radius. The interaction
parameter aij is the strength of the repulsive interaction dependent on the
species of particles i and j. The values of aij will be presented subsequently.
In our DPD simulations, all of the DPD particles are of the same mass with

m= 1. We set the cutoff distance rc= 1 as the unit of length and kBT= 1 as the
scale of energy. Thus the unit of force is kBT/rc and that of time is
t ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mrc2=kBT
p

. In this study, the amplitude of random noise is set at σ= 3.
The DPD particles move according to Newton’s equation. The position and

velocity of the particles are solved using a modified Velocity–Verlet algorithm
with a time step of Δt= 0.01.23

Model of the RC DBC film
The RC DBC film is considered to be confined between two identical
impenetrable parallel walls along the z direction. Each wall with a thickness
of 1rc is constructed by four layers of DPD particles that are arranged in a face-
centered cubic lattice. The film thickness H varies from 4 to 20 in the current
study. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x and y directions. For
simplicity, the wall DPD particles are motionless in the simulations.
The RC DBC is modeled as a coarse-grained linear chain RNRCNC with NR

DPD particles in the rod (R) block and NC DPD particles in the coil (C) block.
A finitely extensible non-linear elastic (FENE) interaction is used for the
chemically bonded monomers. The bonded FENE interaction UFENE can be
represented as follows:24

UFENE
i;iþ1 ¼ �kF

2 ðrmax � reqÞ2 ln 1� ri;iþ1�req
rmax�req

� �2
� �

for 2req � rmaxori;iþ1ormax

N otherwise
;

8<
:

ð1Þ
where the equilibrium bond length req= 0.8; maximum bond length rmax= 1.3;
and elastic coefficient kF= 40. For the rod block, an additional bending energy
between the consecutive bonds can be introduced as follows25:

Ubend ¼ 1

2
kyðy� y0Þ2 ð2Þ

where kθ and θ0= π are the bending modulus and the equilibrium angle

between two consecutive bonds, respectively. Specifically, kθ= 0 corresponds to
a flexible block, similar to the coil block in the present model. The rigidity of
the rod block increases with an increase in kθ. In this study, we select a relatively
large value of kθ= 50. The average bond angle oθ4 in the rod block is
approximately 170°, thus indicating that the rod block is quite rigid.
The overall particle density is set at three throughout this study. In our

system, there are three species of the DPD particles: R and C monomers in the
copolymer chain, and wall particles (W). The repulsive interaction parameter
between identical species is set at 25, that is, aRR= aCC= aWW= 25. A slightly
large aRC= 32.9 is selected between the R and C monomers to ensure the
formation of an aggregate phase in bulk for the R5C13 DBCs.

19 The wall surface
is assumed to have a rod-preference, with aWR= 5 and aWC= 25.
The assembly structures presented in this report are the equilibrium

structures obtained after a sufficiently long simulation time. The total
simulation time for each independent run is approximately 105 DPD time
units. Polymer chains are generated randomly in the system at the beginning of
the simulation. We check the evolution of the structure as well as the system
energy. The system is assumed to reach equilibrium state when both the
structure and the system energy fluctuate with time for at least 5 × 104 DPD
time units.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we simulated the structure of the RC DBCs in bulk. The
interaction parameter between the rod and the coil blocks was set at
aRC= 32.9. Figure 1 depicts a typical equilibrium structure formed by
the R5C13 DBCs in a 30× 30× 30 box with periodic boundary
conditions in all three directions. It can be clearly seen that the R-rich
domains form separated aggregates embathed inside the C-rich matrix,
which is in agreement with the theoretical prediction based on the SCF
lattice model.19 Similar structures were observed for different inde-
pendent simulation runs.
Then we investigated the self-assembly of the R5C13 DBC films

confined between two rod-selective walls. The effects of the film
thickness H on the assembled morphology was investigated by varying
H from 4 to 20 with a step of 2. Moreover, the dependence of the
assembled structure and the rod orientation on the rod length NR was
further studied. Previous investigations indicated that the rod length

Figure 1 Equilibrium structure assembled by the R5C13 DBCs in bulk. The R
blocks are represented in red, whereas the C blocks are represented in blue.
The same colors are used in the remaining figures. A full color version of
this figure is available at the Polymer Journal online.
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was a primary factor that led to the disorder–order transition in RC
copolymer systems, and the coil length had a secondary effect on the
orientational order of the rod blocks.26,27 Thus we studied the effects
of the rod length by varying NR from 5 to 9 with the volume fraction
of the R block fR maintained at approximately 0.28. For a few typical
structures, the effects of NR= 10 were also calculated. We determined
that the assembly structure of the RC DBCs was sensitively dependent
on the film thickness and the rod length.
Simulations were performed in systems with a lateral size Lx=Ly.

The effects of the lateral size on the assembly structure were
investigated. We determined that the assembly structures were nearly
independent of the lateral size when it reached 40 for NR⩽ 8.
However, Lx= Ly= 50 was sufficiently large for NR= 9 and 10. For
each set of parameters, at least 10 independent samples were used in
the simulations. Furthermore, we determined that the results were
sample independent.

Assembly of the R5C13 DBC films confined between two rod-
selective walls
When the R5C13 DBCs were confined between rod-selective walls with
aWR= 5 and aWC= 25, various structures were observed with a change
in the film thickness H. Typical structures at H= 6, 10, 14, 18 and 20
are presented in Figure 2. In thin films with Ho10, the rod blocks
formed a wetting layer (WL) near the wall surfaces. In fact, the WL of
the rod blocks was always observed in all films. With an increase in H,
new structures were formed at the center of the film. Furthermore, the
structure at the center of the film was dependent on the film thickness
H. When H was increased to 10, perpendicular cylinders (C⊥) were
formed by the rod blocks at the center of the film. Additionally, one-
layer parallel cylinders (C||,1) were assembled by the rod blocks for H
ranging from 11 to 17. However, when H reached 18, the C⊥ structure
was formed again. Afterwards, two-layer parallel cylinders (C||,2) were
assembled by the rod blocks at H= 20. In our simulations, a mixed
structure of parallel and perpendicular cylinders was not observed. It
appears that the assembly structure is dependent on the slit thickness.
In short, the rod blocks displayed a series of WL-WL+C⊥-WL+C||,1-
WL+C⊥-WL+C||,2 with an increase in H. The results indicate that the
film thickness has an important role in the formation of ordered
structures for the R5C13 copolymers.
The appearance of the WL can be attributed to the energy favor of

the rod blocks. Additionally, the formation of cylinders can be

attributed to the different properties of the rod and coil blocks.
However, the driving force for the parallel and perpendicular cylinders
in slits may be the competition between the slit thickness and cylinder
diameter.
A similar morphological variation with an increase in H was

observed when aWR was varied from 5 to 25 while maintaining
aWC= 25, where aWR= 25 is the limitation of the rod-selective wall.
The results indicate that the assembly structure is roughly independent
of the interaction parameter aWR. In fact, the wall surface is not rod-
selective at aWR= 25. The formation of the WL at aWR= 25 is due to
the strong conformational asymmetry between the rod and coil blocks.
The coil blocks lose significantly more conformational entropy near an
impenetrable surface than the rigid rods and are thus depleted from
the surface. Therefore, an energetically neutral and impenetrable
surface exhibits an entropic preference for the rod blocks.14 This
result is closely related to the phenomenon in experiments in which
the rod layers are particularly well developed near the film surface.28

The appearance of cylinders is consistent with the theoretical
prediction that a sphere-to-cylinder transition will occur under an
external field (strain, electric field, confinement).29–31 Furthermore,
the WL structure was reported in the sphere-forming PS-b-poly
(ethylene-alt-propylene) film.32

Additionally, the assembly structures of the RC DBCs are different
from that of the CC DBCs. Brennan’s group33 reported a series of C⊥-
WL-WL+C||,1-WL+PL||,1-WL+C||,1-WL+C||,2-WL+PL||,2 when increas-
ing the slit thickness for flexible A3B7 DBCs within an A-selective slit,
where PL||,ν represents a parallel perforated lamellar phase with ν
periodic layers. Tan et al.30,31 studied the morphologies of sphere-
forming flexible A8B2 copolymers confined between two homoge-
neous surfaces. A series of morphologies, including spheres, WL, C⊥,
C||, perforated lamellae and lamellae, were obtained by varying the slit
thickness and the surface field strength.30,31 Similar morphologies
were assembled by the confined A6B3 DBCs.

34 A thin film system of
asymmetric A9B27 DBCs was studied using MC simulations by Wang
et al.35 In addition to C⊥ and C||, they observed one layer of spheres
between two A WLs for the A-preferential surfaces.35 Our results
indicate that the rod block in the DBC has a special role in the
formation of the assembly structure for the DBCs.

Effects of the rod length
It is known that a rod block in RC copolymers can affect the self-
assembly behavior, including aggregation morphology and disorder–
order transition.26,36,37 Pryamitsyn and Ganesan36 indicated that the
effects of the rod block were more evident for longer rod blocks, and
there was a critical rod length of approximately 8–9 that induced the
disorder–order transition.
In this subsection, we studied the effects of the rod length on the

assembly structure and rod orientation by changing NR from 5 to 9
while keeping fR≈0.28. In the simulations, aRC= 32.9 and kθ= 50 were
kept as constants. The wall surface was still considered to be rod-
selective with aWR= 5 and aWC= 25, and the film thickness H was
varied from 4 to 20.
For RC DBC thin films with H⩽ 8, R blocks formed a WL near

surfaces independent of the rod length NR; however, the degree of rod
alignment in the WL definitely depended on NR. As an example,
Figures 3a and b depict the equilibrium structures of the R6C15 and
R9C23 DBCs formed at H= 6, respectively. It is clear that the
orientational order of the rod blocks for the R9C23 DBCs within
the WL was considerably better than that of the R6C15 DBCs. For the
R9C23 DBCs, the rod blocks tended to be parallel to each other.

Figure 2 Equilibrium structures of the R5C13 DBC films confined between
two rod-selective walls with aWR=5 and aWC=25. For the WL, the side view
(top) and the top view (bottom) are presented. For WL+C⊥ and WL+C||,1, the
side view (top) and the top view at the center (bottom) of the system are
presented. Only the side view is depicted for the structure formed at H=20.
For clarity, the wall particles are not shown in all figures. A full color version
of this figure is available at the Polymer Journal online.
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To quantify the alignment of the rod blocks within the WL, a rod–
rod orientational order parameter was calculated for the rod blocks.
We can define the rod–rod orientational order parameter as follows:

sðrÞ ¼

P
ioj

ð3 cos 2yij�1
2 Þdðr � rijÞf ð r!i; r

!
jÞ

P
ioj

dðr � rijÞf ð r!i; r
!

jÞ
; ð3Þ

which is similar to that defined in Chou et al.26. Here θij is the
included angle between two rods; and rij is the distance between the
mass centers of rod i and rod j. A sketch for θij, and rij is presented in
Figure 4. The delta function can be defined as follows:

dðxÞ ¼ 1; 0oxo1
0; otherwise

:

�
ð4Þ

Additionally, we can introduce a condition function f ð r!i; r
!

jÞ for
calculating the orientational order parameter. For WL, f ð r!i; r

!
jÞ= 1

when both rods are in the same WL, otherwise f ð r!i; r
!

jÞ= 0. Thus
s(r) is calculated in each WL and further averaged over two WLs near
the upper and lower surfaces.
Here the rod–rod orientational order parameter s(r) represents the

space correlation between the rod blocks. Thus s= 0 for a completely
random and isotropic sample, whereas s= 1 for a perfectly aligned
sample.26

The dependence of s(r) on the rod–rod distance r for the various
RNRCNC DBCs in the WL is presented in Figure 5a. For NRo7, the
order parameter was small and decayed rapidly with distance, thus
indicating that the rods were roughly randomly oriented in a long
length scale. However, for NR47, s was large and decayed slowly with
distance, thus indicating an ordered arrangement for the rod blocks. It
was noted that, for a typical liquid crystal sample, s was on the order of
0.3–0.8.26 Our results indicate that there is a long-range orientation
order for NR47 and a short-range order for NRo7. The existence of a
short-range orientation order for the rod length NRo7 is clearly
different from that of similar copolymers in solution.26 Therefore, the
simulation results indicate that the confinement helps establish a

short-range orientation order for the rod blocks. In Figure 5b, we
present the mean orientational order parameteros4 for different rod
lengths NR. Here os4 is averaged over all rod–rod pairs in the WLs.
We determined that os4 clearly increased from NR= 7.
Our results indicate that there is a critical rod length NR*= 7 for

the disorder–order transition of the rod orientation in the WL
structure. NR* was observed to be dependent of the assembly
structure and condition.27 For instance, NR*= 9 was estimated for
the RC copolymers in solution.26 It was noted that the rod length
was a primary factor that led to the disorder–order transition in
RC copolymer systems.26,27 Our results indicate that the confine-
ment may also have a role in the disorder–order transition in
copolymer films.
The orientation of the rod blocks in the WL was further analyzed by

the angle ϕi between the rod i and the surface normal direction, as
sketched in Figure 4. We determined that the mean angle oϕ4 in
Figure 5c was close to 90° for all of the RC DBCs, thus indicating that
the rod blocks were nearly parallel to the surfaces. Although the rod
blocks were parallel to the surface, the space correlation between the

Figure 3 Top view of the equilibrium structure for R6C15 (a) and R9C23 (b) DBC films formed at H=6. A full color version of this figure is available at the
Polymer Journal online.

Figure 4 Sketch of two RC copolymers, rod i and rod j, near the surface.
Here θij and rij is the included angle between the two rods and the distance
between the mass centers of rod i and rod j, respectively. Additionally, r!i is
the position vector of the mass center of rod i, and ϕi is the angle between
the rod i and the surface normal direction. A full color version of this figure
is available at the Polymer Journal online.
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rod blocks demonstrated different behaviors for short rods (NRo7)
and long rods (NR47), as presented in Figure 5a. Nevertheless, a
short-range orientation order existed for all RNRCNC DBCs with either
a short or long rod block.

We determined that the structure is dependent on the rod length
when the film thickness is 48. For example, the equilibrium
structures formed by the R6C15 and R9C23 DBCs at H= 10 are
presented in Figures 6a and b, respectively. These structures were
clearly different from that of NR= 5, where WL+C⊥ was formed by
the rod blocks, as shown in Figure 2. Instead, an island-like (I)
structure was assembled by the rod blocks at NR= 6 and 7, and
parallel half-cylinders (C||,1/2) of the rod blocks near the surfaces were
assembled by the rod blocks for NR= 8 and 9. It was assumed that a
small degree of orientational freedom may stabilize the semi-
cylindrical structure.27

Figure 7 illustrates the phase diagram of the RNRCNC copolymers in
terms of the rod length NR and the film thickness H. Here NR was
varied from 5 to 9 while H was varied from 4 to 20. The film thickness
is in the unit of the size of the DPD bead. There is a simple relation
between H and NR because the physical length of the rod is
approximately (NR− 1)req with req= 0.8. We observed five assembly
structures: WL, I, WL+C⊥, WL+C||,1, WL+C||,2, and C||,1/2. In fact, a
rod layer near the surface (known as WL) with a depth of
approximately 1rc was always observed. Generally, the RC DBCs form
a WL in thin films and a WL+C|| in thick films. However, the
structures in moderately thick films are strongly dependent on the rod
length.
It is easy for RC DBCs to form a WL near the surfaces and a C||

structure in the interior region of the thick films, as indicated in
Figure 7. As an example, we calculated the rod–rod orientational order
parameter s(r) in these two structures at H= 16. In the C||,1 structure, s
(r) was calculated for each single cylinder and then averaged over all of
the cylinders. Figure 8a presents s(r) in the WL and C||,1 for the R8C21

and R10C26 DBCs. The mean orientational order parameter os4 for
the different rod lengths NR in the WL and C||,1 are plotted in

Figure 6 Top view (top) and side view (bottom) of the equilibrium structure assembled by the R6C15 (a) and R9C23 (b) DBC films with H=10. A full color
version of this figure is available at the Polymer Journal online.

Figure 5 (a) Rod–rod orientational order parameter s(r); (b) mean
orientational order parameter os4; and (c) mean angle oϕ4 of the rod
blocks in the WL for different RNRCNCDBC films with H=6. A full color
version of this figure is available at the Polymer Journal online.
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Figures 8b and c, respectively. We determined that s(r) in the WL at
H= 16 is approximately the same as that in the WL of the thin film
with H= 6, as indicated in Figure 5a. Furthermore, the disorder–order
transition occurs at NR*= 7, as seen in Figure 8b. Additionally, we can
determine that s(r) in the WL is larger than that in the C||,1 structure,
thus indicating that the rod blocks in WL are more ordered than those
in C||,1. Particularly, for the R8C21 DBCs, the rod blocks are ordered in
the WL, whereas they are randomly oriented in the C||,1 structure. The
critical rod length is NR*= 9 for the C||,1 structure (Figure 8c), which is
the same as that of the RC copolymers in solution.26 Our results
indicate that a critical rod length NR* for the disorder–order transition

of the rod orientation can always be found in the RC DBC systems.
However, for the assembly structure near the surface, NR* is smaller,
whereas s(r) is larger. This result implies that the rod orientation in the
RC DBC films is different from that in the solution. Furthermore, the
confinement effect of the surfaces on the RC DBCs exists near the
surfaces but fades in the interior region away from the surfaces at a
large H.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the self-assembly of RNRCNC DBC films confined
between two rod-selective walls was examined by performing dis-
sipative particle dynamics simulations. The RC copolymers with a
small rod fraction of fR≈0.28 formed separated aggregates in bulk and
different assembly structures in films. The effects of the film thickness
H and the rod length NR on the self-assembly of the confined RC
DBCs and the rod–rod orientation of the rod blocks were system-
atically investigated. Thus a morphological phase diagram of the
assembly structures as a function of H and NR was presented. The
results indicated that WL and WL+C|| were generally formed in thin
and thick films, respectively, and the structures were nearly indepen-
dent of the rod length. However, in moderately thick films, different
morphologies, such as an island-like structure and a parallel half-
cylindrical structure, were observed for a variation in the rod length.
For a typical WL formed in thin films (H= 6) and WL+C||,1 in thick

films (H= 16), the rod–rod orientational order parameter of the rod
blocks was calculated. The orientations of the rod blocks in both WL
structures were similar. It was determined that the rod blocks tended
to orient parallel to each other when the rod length exceeded a critical
rod length. The critical rod length for the disorder–order transition of
the rod orientation was determined to be dependent on the assembly
structure. We found that the orientational order of the rod blocks in
the WL was better than that in the C||,1, and the critical rod length for
the WL was smaller than that for the C||,1.
Our simulation results indicate that the film thickness and the rod

length influence both the assembly structure and the rod orientation
of RC DBC. Furthermore, confinement can significantly influence the
rod orientation of RC DBCs near surfaces.
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